The Vision by David Wilkerson

Many Years ago a Preacher by the name of David Wilkerson had a vision from God and in a book titled The vision... David shared what God had shared with him about coming world events, the following are excerpts from this prophecy, the reason I want to share this with you is many are not even aware of this warning since it was written in 1974...you will be amazed and probably alarmed as you read these excerpts because they will read as out of the daily news of events that are taking place at this very time.

From Chapter one under the title of Economic Confusion David reveals what will take place during a world wide economic crisis.

A crash is coming

There is a worldwide economic confusion just ahead. In my vision, this is the clearest thing I have seen.

Many praying people now share this very, same vision.

Not only is the American dollar headed for deep trouble, but so are all world currencies. I see total economic confusion striking Europe first and then affecting Japan, the United States, Canada, and all other nations shortly thereafter.

It is not really a depression I see coming----but a recession of such magnitude it will affect the lifestyle of nearly every wage earner in America and around the world.

Countries that now control huge amounts of Western currency are going to be in very deep trouble also, Arab countries will especially be hurt.
Without a doubt, there are lean years ahead full of monetary confusion and despair. How soon is not clear, but it is not far away. The world greatest economist will be at a loss to explain the confusion and an international crisis of fear will develop. A false economic boom will precede the recession—-but it will be short lived.

Bankruptcies of Major Corporations

I believe we are going to witness the bankruptcies of some of this nation's major and most popular corporations. I see tremendous difficulty arising for credit corporations. There are going to be many people unable to pay off their heavy obligations to major credit card companies, causing near-- chaos.

Thousands of small businesses will also be forced into bankruptcies. Three and possibly four, of the major religious denominations will be forced into operate with a skeleton organization due to lack of funds. More than a few churches are going to go bankrupt and a number of independent missionary societies and church organizations are going to have to pull back. All but a few of the radio and television ministries will have to be abandoned.

Tight money will trigger a wave of uncertainty and fear. Those who have money will hold it in reserve.

The United States government is going to "over react" to the confused economical developments.

I see a flurry of near panic decisions being made by various government agencies---but these hasty efforts to shore up the economy will backfire.

The President of the United States will make one, and possibly two, national radio and TV appearances to reassure the nation that all is well, and that the best of economic times is just ahead.

It will not work. People will distrust these statements, and their fears will lead to a revolution at the polls.

The auto industry is going to be hurt badly.

Labor leaders are also going to be caught up in this wave of economic confusion.

We may soon experience the most devistating strikes of all times.

Almost every economic indicator will be gloomy.

It will be spotty at first----but will eventually effect nearly all industry.

A New World Monetary System

There will develop a call for revamping all monetary systems into one uniform system.

Be prepared to hear of world trade agreements "policed " by an international governing committees.
Strict guidelines for international trade will develop and a "world market" will be closely monitored by big power interest.

There is much more to this vision... many will want to know if they believe it to be true, I will post more as questions arise.

Or you may want to purchase the book in a used form from Amazon.com

Chapter 2 Drastic Weather Change and Earthquakes (The Vision by David Wilkerson-published in 1974)

Earthquakes coming to United States

The United States is going to experience in the not-too-distant future the most tragic earthquakes in its history. One day soon this nation will be reeling under the impact of the biggest news story of modern times. It will be coverage of the biggest most disastrous earthquake in history.

It will cause widespread panic and fear. Without a doubt, it will become one of the most completely reported earthquake ever. Television networks will suspend all programming and carry all day coverage.

Another earthquake, possibly in Japan, may precede the one that I see coming here. There is not the slightest doubt in my mind about this forthcoming massive earthquake in our continent.

I am not at all convinced that this earthquake will take place in California. In fact, I believe it is going to take place where it is least expected. This terrible earthquake may happen in an area that is not known as an earthquake belt. It will be so high on the Richter scale that it will trigger two other major earthquakes.

Famine is coming

Snowless winters will bring dismal crop production and famine conditions in central and western Russia, India, Pakistan, all of southeast Asia and Africa will especially hard hit.
The forty-month drought in Africa and the prolonged dry spell in Brazil will both end temporarily. There will be some relief but conditions will worsen. In Africa, millions will face starvation.

American food reserves will dwindle partially due to drought and flood in this country. Wheat, rice and soybean reserves will be completely exhausted. The demand for corn, rice and wheat will not be met.

(More details in book)

The Beginning of Sorrows

Floods, hurricanes, tornadoes and hailstorms will occur more frequently. More than one-third of the United States will be designated a disaster area within the next few years.

(more details in the book)

Nature will go Wild

Floods, hurricanes and tornadoes will destroy crops, animals and much wildlife driving prices even higher and causing some experts to suggest that nature is losing its balance.

Weather will become increasing difficult to forecast. Sudden storms will appear without warning. Southernmost regions will be gripped by record cold waves and northern areas will experience record heat waves.

(more details in book)

Short Periods of Relief

Many men will appear to be repentant during the times of violent chastisement by nature but the short period of relief will make it appear that nature has settled down and men will be comforted by warmed, sunshine and normal seasonal weather. But more violence, far worse will soon follow.

Airline pilots will be reporting the worst flying conditions in aviation history. The most intense hurricanes is coming. Many parts of the world face the most violent winters of all times. Europe faces the worst winter lashings ever.

Depletion of Relief funds
Relief and disaster funds will become nearly depleted. Insurance companies will face huge losses.

Unlimited funds are not available and the people of each nations will soon learn there will be no one left to turn to but God.

(More details in book)

Outbreaks of Epidemics

Mankind faces the threat of new epidemics. There will a major cholera epidemic sweeping through various underdeveloped countries. India and Pakistan face threat of untold thousands dying from epidemics and starvation.

(more details in book)

Hailstorms

Large chunks of ice will fall from the sky and cause much damage. These storms will not only destroy crops and smash automobiles but they will also cause the death of many people.

Watch out for reports of intense ice storms and hailstorms in the future.Also prepare for the most severe winter of all time and record snowfalls in the United States and Canada.

(More details in book)
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